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Investigators say Hogan was murdered

After nearly two weeks of investigation, Sheriff’s detectives believe that William Weiland murdered Kristina Hogan before committing suicide in his Los Altos home.

Weiland, Hogan’s ex-boyfriend, was found dead Wednesday Jan. 17, a day after Hogan’s body was found on a hiking trail in Montaña de Oro.

Sheriff’s investigators have confirmed that both Weiland and Hogan suffered similar injuries, despite the differences in their deaths.

Hogan died from an incised wound to the neck, which is believed to have been caused by a broken glass beverage bottle that was found near her body, according to a press statement issued by the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff’s Department.

Hogan’s injuries were allegedly caused by a blade removed from a disposable cone that was also found at the scene, according to the press statement.

Sheriff’s investigation also confirmed that other “instrument”-torn near Hogan’s body were two empty bottles of non-prescription pain relief medications. A broken beer bottle, believed to be Weiland’s, was on one of the bottles, according to the press statement.

Weiland, who was found with a suicide note in his home, allegedly died of an overdose of prescription drugs. His death was confirmed as a suicide Jan. 19 by Los Altos detective Dennis Locci.

Weiland’s injuries were similar to those of Hogan’s, but not as serious, according to the press statement. The handwritten suicide note left by Weiland implicates involvement in Hogan’s death and his intent to take his own life, according to the statement.

see MURDER, page 6

Bishop’s Peak hiker falls to death

Left, a CHP helicopter prepares to airlift the body of 24-year-old Frederick Leroy Chaney III from Bishop’s Peak Saturday afternoon. Chaney fell from the ledge and was later pronounced dead at the scene.

Below right, a rescue worker grabs hold of the guernsey carrying Chaney. Below, rescue workers arrive at the bottom of the peak and work to retrieve Chaney’s body. Due to the unusually nice weather, many people had been hiking Saturday.

By Adam Jarman

A hiker fell to his death from Bishop’s Peak Saturday.

Twenty-four-year-old Frederick Leroy Chaney III of Orvieto, was hiking with family and friends Saturday afternoon when he apparently fell 500 feet from the summit, according to a San Luis Obispo County Sheriff’s Department news release.

“We didn’t see him or hear him fall,” said Marie Brown of Los Osos, the fiancée of Chaney’s father. “Our friend told us that he fell... and we couldn’t see where he had fallen to.”

Brown said Chaney was hiking with her and her 9-year-old son, as well as his father, a family friend and his son.

“We got all the way to the top,” Brown said. “We were sitting up there looking at the views.”

Brown said Chaney was inching his way to the ledge but they didn’t actually see him fall.

The sheriff’s report said the victim was pronounced dead at the scene, but was attended to by an off-duty paramedic, who Brown said was her husband at the time of the accident.

Mike Mortan, California Department of Forestry (CDF) dispatcher, said a vaccinational military paramedic who was hiking at Bishop’s Peak with the victim within 15 minutes of the accident.

“They think it was the head injuries that he passed away from,” Brown said.

Mortan said CDF and San Luis Obispo City Police technical rescue team were dispatched to Bishop, page 6

Poly, SLO face power crisis

By Sonia Sztolzki

It is hard to tell what will happen with the power crisis in California, but Cal Poly isn’t in any danger of being shut down, not in San Luis Obispo, a likely sitter for rolling blackouts and time seen, said Edward Johnson, energy and utilities manager for the Facilities Planning department.

“Since Cal Poly owns its own substation, the state doesn’t have access to shut down our system,” he said. “But we are voluntarily shutting our load to do what we can to preserve energy.”

To conserve energy, a notification was sent last week to all staff and on-campus students, encouraging everyone to shut off lights and appliances that were not being used.

“Housing facilities has turned down the thermostat to 65 degrees, and we are asking students to shut down computers that are unutilized or overnight,” said Jenice Call, a resident advisor in Yosemite Hall and a music junior.

Johnson said Cal Poly has been able to cut up to 12 percent of its power usage since the state released the state-three electrical power alert this week.

San Luis Obispo is not in the large power-conserving crisis in California with chronic power shortfalls, which means that it ranks low in the list of criteria established by the state. Rolling blackouts would only happen in the state-wide crisis continued for a long time. But all California’s taxpay-

see POWER, page 6

see MURDER, page 6
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Rose Float club currently accepting designs for 2002

By Evam Gastaldo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Anyone who has an idea for Cal Poly's float in next year's Rose Parade can enter the 2002 Rose Float "Concept" Contest. Entries can be written descriptions or drawings, said Cynthia Brown, senior Rose Float coordinator. They should incorporate next year's parade theme, "Good Times." Entries are due by 5 p.m. Friday in the Rose Float office, University Union room 209.

The theme for the 2002 parade was "Fabric of America," Brown said, and the Cal Poly float was called "A Gently Situation."

"We replied a camping situation," she said. "The float showed a family being invaded by five bears. It was very cute."

The float, which included animat­ed bears, won the Founder's Trophy for "the most beautiful float built and decorated by volunteers," according to a press release.

The Cal Poly float is built by both the Pomona and San Luis Obispo campuses. Both campuses are holding a concept contest, Brown said. A winner will be chosen in early February from all the entries received.

After a winner is chosen, the two campuses coordinate the design of the float by conference calls, correspondence and visits between the two schools. Brown said. Each campus builds one half of the float, with the two halves coming together a couple days before Thanksgiving, Brown said.

"It has to be all natural," Brown said. "It's really a fascinating process." Ideas for the 2002 float should be written or drawn on a piece of paper no smaller than 8.5 by 11 inches. Drawings may include a written description as well.

No names, initials or identifying marks should appear on the front of the entry, but entrants should include their name, address and telephone number in a sealed envelope attached to the back of the entry.

For more information, call the Rose Float club at 756-4268.

EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
MONTHLY

January Specials

ASK OUR FRIENDLY SALES ASSOCIATES FOR MORE DETAILS

**General Merchandise**

- **Cal Poly regulation size basketball 1/2 off**
  Need to practice on your hoops? This month purchase a Cal Poly regulation size basketball for the slam dunk price of $6.50—that's 1/2 off the regular price.

- **School Supplies**
  - **All Duracell Batteries...20% off**
    Have your batteries died from using all your new holiday toys? Replace them this month and save 20% on all Duracell batteries.

- **General Books**
  25% discount off select titles
  Bring in the New Year with The New York Times Editor's choice of the top ten books of 2000. Great Reading at Great Prices. 25% discount off these select titles.

**Computers**

- **USB 250 zip drive... $155.99**
  If your New Year's resolution was to clean up your desk top, you don't want to miss this deal! Save $17 on an iomega USB 250 zip drive. Sale priced at $155.99
Why did the Daily run Kristina Hogan's name before the other local media?

Several people have asked me about our coverage of Kristina Hogan's death. Of particular interest, it seems, is our having her name before KSBY, The Tribune and other local news outlets.

As you may or may not remember, Mustang Daily first reported the death Wednesday, Jan. 10, but an identity had not been determined. All that was known is that the body of a young woman was found at Montaña de Oro State Park.

After the body was identified on Jan. 10, however, she was only described as a "20-year-old Cal Poly student." Her name was not being released by the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff-Coroner until her family had been notified (as is typical in such cases).

Mustang Daily learned of her name from a number of different sources—many of whom said her family had been notified and were on their way to San Luis Obispo. We spoke with all of our sources numerous times that day as the story began to unfold. One of the sources even offered pictures of Hogan, one of which was used as the mug shot throughout the coverage.

Given those circumstances, we felt comfortable running her name in the Thursday, Jan. 11 issue. Our primary concern was determining that her family had been notified before we went to press with Hogan's identity.

That morning, the Sheriff's office issued a press release and officially released Hogan's identity.

Have a question about campus? Ask Adam. E-mail him at ajmarani@calpoly.edu

Plan could have prevented outages

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Investor-owned utilities helped convince federal regulators to quash a plan six years ago that would have tapped independent energy producers to supply power to more than a million homes, according to a newspaper report.

The state's largest utilities—Southern California Edison, Pacific Gas & Electric and San Diego Gas & Electric—pulled for the elimination of the state's 1995 Public Utilities Commission's Renewal Resource Upgrade Plan. The plan would have required the utilities to grant 1.4 million megawatts of power contracts to independent energy producers that relied heavily on renewable sources.

"They didn't want to support other people building power plants," Jan Hamir, executive director of the San Francisco-based Center for Resource Solutions, told the Los Angeles Daily News in Sunday's newspaper.

Edison argued that it could find cheaper power elsewhere and the plan would create a hefty increase in electricity prices, according to federal documents obtained by the paper. Formally, SoCal Edison and PG&E now claim the electricity crisis has put them on the brink of bankruptcy.

The utility also felt that no new power sources were needed based on a state energy commission forecast combined with the state's economic recession during the early 1990s.

"Edison does not foresee a need to add any new capacity resources until 2005, at the earliest," Edison said in a 1995 report to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. "If Edison is required to sign these ... contracts, Edison's customers will expend $14 billion for unnecessary power."

Edison defended its statements Sunday, noting that deregulation of the state's energy industry hadn't been enacted when the plan was proposed in 1995. At that time, Edison owned its own plants, which were eventually sold to wholesale suppliers under deregulation, and had ample power reserves if there was a shortage, said Edison spokesman Paul Klein.

"We led the generation to meet the capacity and about 20 percent in reserves," Klein told The Associated Press on Sunday. "It's unfair to characterize us as (undermining) a plan when everything was regulated at that time. The whole system is different now than it was then."

No one, including politicians, the utilities and consumer groups, predicted that deregulation would work so poorly and experts did not foresee the current high demand for power.

Officials say that California's peak energy demand jumped 3,522 megawatts, enough to power 5.3 million live homes, between 1996 and 1999. Generating capacity, however, went up just two percent, or about 972 megawatts.
Stop bickering, Ashcroft pick is a solid one

Certain Democrats say John Ashcroft is too religious and a racist, so he is not fit to be attorney general. Every Republican says he's an outstanding, moral public servant. The arguments against his appointment are weak, and the bickering is not good for the country.

No one doubts the man's abilities, however. John Ashcroft has proven that his political decisions are separate from his own personal, religious beliefs. As the attorney general in Missouri, he opposed using public school facilities for religious purposes. This shows that he respects the division of church and state. So he is a religious man of morals; shouldn't that be embraced? Not many people remember this, but Clinton made a promise at the beginning of his presidency that he would "one of the most ethical administration's in history." (For all of you who are not familiar with English literature, that's what we like to call irony.)

At least with Ashcroft you know you're getting the real deal, and not another empty promise. Ashcroft is a good man who will do what is right for America. He has also been called a racist. That kind of labeling is a red herring. Ashcroft does not deserve something like that. In politics, when you label someone ignorant or racist, it is very hard to shake off that image. Everything you say will be twisted around and misinterpreted so your enemies can continue their barrage of muds. We wonder why good people aren't in politics anymore... the political bullies make sure they're labeled something awful before they get a chance to present themselves. That is exactly what is happening to Ashcroft.

The accusations started shortly after we learned that Ashcroft did not approve an African-American federal judge put forth by Clinton. Ashcroft did approve 26 other African-American judges, but he only didn't approve that one in question. One man was enough to call him a racist? The other side of the political spectrum was just looking for ammunition to fire at him, and they started this shameless rumor. This kind of spaghetti over appointees will only bring down the quality of our government. If the other side of politics always tries to bring down every Cabinet appointee, quality men and women will have to be replaced by people who are less qualified but more sensational. Look at Janet Reno! She was appointed as Clinton's attorney general, but very few people remember that she was Clinton's third choice after two others turned down the job. She has been called the worst attorney general in U.S. history by respectable news writers such as George Will of the Washington Post and Newsweek. We don't need a third-choice attorney general again.

So a Republican president has chosen a conservative cabinet member. Lashes of people say that something. Whining about it will not be good for the country (we saw what that did in the last two years, and lost our stock market).

Ashcroft is a good man and I think he would be a great attorney general. Lucky for him, Reno isn't a tough act to follow.

Dan Davitt is a political science sophomore.

Commentary

In a recent study conducted by Stanford University, it was found that aggressive behavior is most definitely linked to exposure to media such as television, videotapes and video games. Stanford used two different groups of elementary children in two different schools for the study. One was a control group: the other group's students had to cut their exposure to these media to about one-third of their usual amount.

After a few weeks they tested the children and found that the group who had the least exposure showed less aggressive behavior than the control group. Of course, this is all something that we have heard before. It seems like every year researchers proclaim they have found new evidence of television being linked to aggressiveness. Each time this happens I am left wondering why we try to constantly point our fingers at the media. Why don't we look to the real source of the problem? Even if media is the cause of children's aggressiveness, there is somebody allowing them to watch it, and that is usually the parents.

It is sad that our society must look for blame elsewhere because people are too afraid to say that we, ourselves, are the problem. We live in a society where both parents are forced to work and be outside the home, not able to watch over their children every moment or monitor what they are watching on television.

I have other concerns with these studies. For example, in discussing the study I mentioned above, an Associated Press article stated, "Content of the program and games kids watched was not assessed, though the authors assumed some were violent." Assumed? They should not use this word if they are going to make such a strong claim as they did with this study.

If they are going to say that the evidence definitely links to aggression, then they should be monitoring what these children watched and other variables that could have been affecting the outcome. Not checking even this minor detail makes me question the validity of their statement. What if some of these children were watching "Barney" and "Sesame Street," but other factors at home caused them to react at school in a violent way?

This study brings to mind the Columbine incident, another violent act blamed on media. I remember reading an article in Time magazine about a case study done after this happened. In this study, they compared CAT scans of the brain of a violent child to that of a non-violent child. It was found that the violent child's brain had a different structure. If this study is true, it can be said that some children are just inherently violent, and will therefore act on this violence no matter what they watch on television. This is something else that should be taken into consideration.

Through educating our children, we should teach them that television isn't reality. Violence television is a part of our society. If it's not going to go away, we need to teach children what appropriate behavior is. I think that if they have the proper upbringing, they will realize right from wrong and will not be heavily influenced in their actions by television.

April Pack is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.

Letter policy

Columns, cartoons and letters reflect the views of their authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Mustang Daily.

Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanities and length. Please limit to 350 words.

Mustang Daily encourages comments on editorial policy and university affairs. Letters should be typewritten and signed with major and class standing. Preference is given to e-mailed letters. They can be mailed, faxed, delivered or e-mailed to mustangdaily@hotmail.com.
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I've been a student at this university for a little more than a year now. I've read and heard about three or four college students being killed in the last year. Do I feel safe?

No. But, will I ever feel safe? No. Safety is not something that can be guaranteed.

Does the fact that I am a female make me feel less safe? Yes.

Because of my sex, I can't walk home alone in the dark. Because of my sex, I have to watch out for guys who drink too much alcohol.

By itself, this fact is not necessarily enough to make me feel unsafe. I don't drink, and I don't walk home alone in the dark. I don't go partying with strangers.

But I feel safer when I walk with my keys in my hand, when I see light poles where you can call for help, and when I hear the sound of cars passing by.

I don't feel completely safe or free from harm.

In April 1998 when I was visiting Cal Poly, I was asked the question of how I felt about Cal Poly. I responded that Cal Poly is the safest place I know. In the same breath, I admitted that I was getting into what 1 was getting into.

My daughter will be all right with me, but I am not comfortable doing things that go on at this school. Forget that, as a university, we can't even guarantee the safety of the dorms. Forget that we live in a society that practically fosters rape.

I am not saying that the other sex can. Because of my sex, I can't do things that guys can. I can never he completely safe or free from harm.

What the media should have said was, "Don't sweat it, Mrs. Monroe."

But, will I ever feel safe? No. But, will I ever feel safe? No. Do I feel safe?

My keys in my hand, a sly smile on my face, I know that I am. I still trust guys, even if they've been drinking.

Why?

Because I know that I can make me feel less safe? Yes.

Your daughter will be all right with you, but I am not comfortable doing things that go on at this school. Forget that, as a university, we can't even guarantee the safety of the dorms. Forget that we live in a society that practically fosters rape.

Whether I am a Republican or a Democrat, it is easy to overlook Friday's significance as the final day of the Clinton administration. Instead, we have heard about the last day of a new era in Washington, that the last plank in a bridge that has been built for two and a half years now. The guide responded that Cal Poly is the safest campus around.

"The campus also has those blue light poles where you can call for help in an emergency. Again, the campus is 6,000 acres. I haven't seen all of them, but I guess that there are no more than 10 on campus. That's a little bit of a jog in the middle of nowhere."

Maybe people think that women are the only people who are in danger. But don't forget that someone who wants some money can come after men as well as women.

The biggest false sense of safety is thinking that it can't happen to you. It can.

Michelle Hatfield is a journalism junior and Mustang Daily staff writer.
MURDER
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ment. As reported by KSBY, Weiland wrote in his note that he and Hoyan had made a suicide pact the morning before her death.

However, Hoyan's friends and family believe that Hoyan wasn't suicidal.

"I don't think she would have committed suicide," said Annie Richardson, Hoyan's roommate, who committed suicide directly after the death. "She was connecting with us."

Investigation is still trying to link events that happened after the Cal Poly business junior was found dead on Tuesday, Jan. 9, and the next day, when Weiland was found. Hoyan broke up with Weiland only hours before he picked her up on Tuesday morning to watch the sunrise in Montaña de Oro State Park, Richardson said following Hoyan's death.

Hogan and 26-year-old Weiland met over the Internet last summer, Richardson said, while they were both living in Michigan. Hogan, who is from San Clementes, was living with her mother, and Weiland was working. Weiland moved to California to be closer to Hogan.

Richardson said he was very controlling, and shortly before her death, Hogan was "really seeing the truth of him."

Hogan's friends and family gathered for a memorial in Chumash Auditorium Thursday to remember her.

Detectives were unavailable for comment Sunday, and an examination of forensic evidence will not be completed for several weeks, according to the press release. Detectives estimate that the body will be removed by a helicopter from the scene at 1:12 p.m. Saturday. "It took about two hours to actually get the patient," Morlan said, attributing the time span to finding the location and setting up equipment for the rescue.

He said they were on the scene for about four to five hours before a California Highway Patrol firefight helicopter lifted Chanyee from the scene.

Brown said the family was able to spend some time with Chanyee after he was lifted from the scene. "Everybody was very respectful of his body so we could have some time with him," Brown said.

Chanyee is survived by two sons: 5-year-old Fred Chanyee IV and 3-year-old Cody. Both live in Gridley with their mother.

"He was real good with his kids ... real active in their upbringing," Brown said.

She said Chanyee had come to San Luis Obispo to be with his father, with whom he has been out of contact, and was planning to stay for a month.

"He had come here to be with his dad, trying to change some things in his life. ... Fred knew his dad would be a good support for him," Brown said.

The investigation into Chanyee's fall continued.

This was the second hiking accident on Bishop's Peak since September that resulted in death. Chanyee's father lives in San Luis Obispo and could not be reached for comment.

Rescue services personnel are pending, but said there may be a local memorial service and a funeral at Gridley.

She added that donations are being accepted for Chanyee's children through the OrpheaON Society, 8021, San Luis Obispo.

BISHOP
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up with all the issues and this is my business."

As of Sunday, California remained in a stage-three electrical power alert, which means that the state power reserves are at half percent of their capacity. With the supply continuing to be much lower than the demand, rolling blackouts may continue.

All districts are divided into outage blocks, and in case of rolling outages, only one section at a time would be without electricity for no more than two hours. Once a section has gone through a blackout, the system moves on to the next, never affecting one section twice.

Essential services, such as hospitals, fire departments, police stations and other vital government functions should not be impacted by the outage blocks.

Outage block numbers are provided on PG&E's energy statements at the bottom left-hand corner. To save on energy expenses, the U.S. Department of Energy provides useful information at www.energy.gov/buildings/docu­ments/high_bearing-bills.html.

POWER
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and gas has increased, pushing the cost for gas-generated electricity up. A majority of power plants in California use natural gas as their generating fossil fuel.

"No one wants to sell power to California because they are afraid of not getting paid," said Gerald Keenan, lead energy analyst for partners at PrismaAssetCooper, in the Reuters report on Jan 18.

To contribute to the low in-state supply of energy, several power plants have temporarily closed down for days at a time in the last month for technical reasons. Essential services, such as hospitals, fire departments, police stations and other vital government functions should not be impacted by the outage blocks.

Outage block numbers are provided on PG&E's energy statements at the bottom left-hand corner. To save on energy expenses, the U.S. Department of Energy provides useful information at www.energy.gov/buildings/docu­ments/high_bearing-bills.html.

"We're in the middle of a $5 billion energy crisis in California," explained Johnson. "As a result, we've had to implement the blackout, which means we're losing money."

But according to Johnson, "it has a lot of different implications for the state." The idea was to lower utility rates and to freeze billing prices. But now the situation is worse.

Johnson said the area with the biggest demand problem is in Northern California, "and a very sympathetic and active in their upbringing," Brown said.

She said Chanyee had come to San Luis Obispo to be with his father, with whom he has been out of contact, and was planning to stay for a month.

"He had come here to be with his dad, trying to change some things in his life. ... Fred knew his dad would be a good support for him," Brown said.

The investigation into Chanyee's fall continued.

This was the second hiking accident on Bishop's Peak since September that resulted in death. Chanyee's father lives in San Luis Obispo and could not be reached for comment.

Rescue services personnel are pending, but said there may be a local memorial service and a funeral at Gridley.

She added that donations are being accepted for Chanyee's children through the OrpheaON Society, 8021, San Luis Obispo.
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Outage block numbers are provided on PG&E's energy statements at the bottom left-hand corner. To save on energy expenses, the U.S. Department of Energy provides useful information at www.energy.gov/buildings/docu­ments/high_bearing-bills.html.

"We're in the middle of a $5 billion energy crisis in California," explained Johnson. "As a result, we've had to implement the blackout, which means we're losing money."

But according to Johnson, "it has a lot of different implications for the state." The idea was to lower utility rates and to freeze billing prices. But now the situation is worse.

Johnson said the area with the biggest demand problem is in Northern California, "and a very sympathetic and active in their upbringing," Brown said.

She said Chanyee had come to San Luis Obispo to be with his father, with whom he has been out of contact, and was planning to stay for a month.

"He had come here to be with his dad, trying to change some things in his life. ... Fred knew his dad would be a good support for him," Brown said.

The investigation into Chanyee's fall continued.

This was the second hiking accident on Bishop's Peak since September that resulted in death. Chanyee's father lives in San Luis Obispo and could not be reached for comment.

Rescue services personnel are pending, but said there may be a local memorial service and a funeral at Gridley.

She added that donations are being accepted for Chanyee's children through the OrpheaON Society, 8021, San Luis Obispo.
**SPORTS**

**BASEBALL**

continued from page 8

out on the first of three double plays by the Mustang defense, which didn't commit an error in the ball game.

In front of 3,110, Stanford coughed up five errors, leading to two unearned runs. Mustang Daily

up five errors, leading to two unearned runs. Mustang Daily

Kevin Correa for two runs with two outs in the top of the ninth on a two-run double by Chris O'Reioden.

The Mustangs had a chance to win in the bottom of the 10th, but pinch runner Sam Herbert was thrown out at left fielder Brian Hall at home plate after Neal's groundball trickled through shortstop Scott Dragdevich's legs.

Cal Poly reliever Nathan Coote, who pitched a scoreless ninth, picked up the win for the Mustangs. John Hodges was charged with the loss after allowing a hit and a run in the final frame.

Freshman Kole Wilson hit the base of the left-field fence to lead off the 11th with a double. The third baseman eventually scored the game-winning run on Neal's fly out.

"This is an awesome way to open the year," Neal added.

Cal Poly, 1-0, opens a three-game homestand against Utah on Friday.

**Correction:**

Mustang Daily incorrectly reported women's basketball player Caroline Rowles' surgery in Thursday's issue.

The heart procedure that Rowles has recovered from was radio ablation.

**ALUMNI**

continued from page 8

While the atmosphere was relaxed, the competitive fire still burn for the combatants. Never was this more evident than in the second inning when catcher for the 1971 team Robin Bargert made a valiant diving attempt at a foul ball down the first baseline.

Bargert, who spearheaded the lengthy process of bringing a stadium to Cal Poly's campus, is very proud of the field that bears his name.

"When this stadium is completely finished, it will be one of the best college stadiums in the United States," he said.

Steve Wolf, a utility player for the 1971 team, was also very impressed with the field that bears his name.

"The stadium is something you can be really proud of," he said. "This whole facility is awesome. It's a breath of fresh air."

In addition to Bargert, other legends of Cal Poly baseball were back in town to participate in this clash of titans.

Mike Krukow, a pitcher for the 1971 team, was also very impressed with the field that bears his name.

"This is an awesome way to open the year," Neal added.

Cal Poly, 1-0, opens a three-game homestand against Utah on Friday.

**Rental Housing**

SLO Creekside Hm 211 $1600

SLO Creekside Hm 211 $1600

Nelson Real Estate 546-1990

SLO Creekside Hm 211 $1600

Nelson Real Estate 546-1990

**Roommates**

Roommate needed to share a two bedroom apt. Female preferred no deposit req. close to town 350 Mo. Please call 544-3316
Perfect end to a perfect day

Cal Poly upsets No. 1 Stanford in 12 innings in first game at Baggett Stadium

By Brian Milne
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Sunday's opening ceremonies at Baggett Stadium had everything but the fireworks.

No worries, the Cal Poly baseball team in up their new home and exploded for four runs in the first inning.

But it wasn't until the bottom of the 12th inning when the Mustangs delivered the grand finale.

With the game tied 5-5, Scott Neal drew a bases-loaded walk below the knees for ball four and the first run of the game on an RBI-single by Scott Sheldon.

Keith Anderson scored on a single by Scott Sheldon.

Bryan Gant, who had the first hit ever in Baggett Stadium, dives back to first base. His offense caused him to be intentionally walked twice.

"It was a straight battle," said Neal, who took a 3-2 fastball below the knees for ball four and the game. "This was icing on the cake to come out of this with a win."

Bryan Gant led off the opening frame with the first hit in Baggett Stadium, but was erased on a fielder's choice.

Jacee Seidler followed with an infield single and scored the first run of the game on an RBI-single by Scott Sheldon.

Keith Anderson scored on a passed ball and Chris Martinez followed with a two-run triple to give the Mustangs a 4-0 lead after one.

"We wanted to open the game up early and that's what gave us pudding into the later inning," Neal said of the early offense.

The Cardinal, 0-1, Answered with a single run in the first and three more in the second, giving the Mustangs a 4-0 lead after one.

The mid-morning game gave old teammates and their families a chance to catch up on old times. Players joked and laughed as they stretched out and tossed the ball around before the game. Wives and family members chanted in the stands before and during the game, remaining about the old days.

Drew Heron, an outfielder for the 1999 team, refused in the opening at the take out part in the game. He brought his wife and two young children with him to enjoy the weekend.

"We love this area," he said. "It's always great to come back. It's just a good feeling to be here. This is just another reason to come back."

Cal Poly alumni battle to determine the best

By Ryan Ballard
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

On an unseasonably warm Saturday, the two greatest teams in Cal Poly baseball history took to the field to begin a weekend of activities christening the new Baggett Stadium.

The 1971 team, which holds the highest win percentage in school history, battled for three innings with the 1989 team that won the Division II National Championship. The title was later taken away due to NCAA violations.

Behind a single run in the first inning and three more in the second, the 1989 team came away with a 4-0 win.

The players have moved on since their college days. They now live scattered across the country, working in a variety of occupations. It is their love of Cal Poly and fond memories that unite them.

The mid-morning game gave old teammates and their families a chance to catch up on old times. Players joked and laughed as they stretched out and tossed the ball around before the game. Wives and family members chanted in the stands before and during the game, remaining about the old days.
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